Keeping
HunterJumper
Show
Horses
Ready to
Compete
New Hampshire farrier finds keeping
these high-end horses healthy takes
care and patience
By Pat Tearney, Managing Editor

ADDING SUPPORT. Carl Hayden checks the fit on a bar insert, above, right, before
welding it to an egg bar shoe as apprentice Sean Matousek looks on. Hayden uses
bar shoes extensively in his practice, which consists primarily of hunter-jumpers.
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FARRIER CARL HAYDEN lives a
few hundred yards down a winding
road from the picture-postcard New
Hampshire village of Kensington, just a
stone’s throw from the Massachusetts’s
border. When I arrive at his home on a
recent spring morning, he’s doing what
a lot of farriers do in those precious few
morning minutes before embarking on
a hard day’s work.
He’s shoeing a horse — his own big
blonde Belgian draft horse named Major.
8 a.m. Major has already been
led into stocks by the time I arrive
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UPS-A-DAISY. (Above) If a draft horse doesn’t feel like putting his foot
up for the stocks, it takes a little extra effort, as Carl Hayden’s facial
expression clearly says. Note the heel calks on the foot at left.
FARRIER’S HOLIDAY. (Left) Carl Hayden checks the shoe fit on
Nicholas, one-half of his team of pulling horses. Hayden trains his
team during his off hours and, on this day, shod one horse before and
the other after work.

Perfectly balanced
for a comfortable
grip.

Better control
for a better
clinch.

G.E. TOOLS

Used and respected by
professional farriers
around the world for
more than 50 years.

959 HIGHLAND WAY GROVER BEACH CALIFORNIA 93433
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WE MANUFACTURE:
F TFT Navicular Shoes
F TFT Performance Shoes
F Breckenridge Horseshoes
Plain & Heeled

EASING PRESSURE. Carl Hayden shod this hunter-jumper with wedge pads, but
used a hacksaw to remove part of the pad at the heel. The resulting gap relieves
pressure on the frog as well as making it easier for the hoof to expand normally.

and Hayden and his apprentice, Sean
well as nippers. He also checks the shoe
Matousek, have prepped the horse’s
fit and nails it on. Once he’s satisfied
front feet and Hayden is nailing a shoe
with the way the shoe looks, Matousek
in place. He tells me he’s preparing this
steps in with the rasp and finishes the
horse and its partner for the coming
hoof.
8:47 a.m. The pair repeat the
season of pulling competitions.
process on all four of Major’s hooves.
“This is something I’m getting back
Once they’ve finished the final hoof,
into,” Hayden says. “I used to have a
they ease the big horse’s last hoof free of
team that I competed with, but I’ve been
the stock straps, unhook the chains and
out of it a few years. I bought this team
back him out of the stall. As Major is
just a little while ago.”
8:11 a.m. Major
led back to his stall, the
doesn’t seem to mind
big calks on his shoes
the stocks, nor having “You have to understand churn up the damp soil,
his feet tied up while
sending chunks of New
the importance of the
Hampshire earth flying
they’re worked on.
forelegs in jumping...” into the air.
The shoes Hayden is
8:53 a.m. “We’ll
nailing into place have
shoe the big horse
a broad toe calk, as
tonight,” he says. “This is the small
well as lengthy heel calks. Hayden says
horse.”
the draft horses have been barefoot for
Small horse is a relative term in this
18 months. He’s putting the shoes on
case. Hayden tells me that Major weighs
now to give the horses a couple of days
more than 2,300 pounds.
to get used to them before he starts
8:57 a.m. Once Major’s safely
practicing.
in his stall, Hayden loads a few final
“Their legs have to get hard,” he
tools into his shoeing trailer and we’re
explains. “You could start them bareready to roll. We head down the road to
foot, but the sled they pull weighs 1,000
a nearby convenience store to pick up a
pounds.”
8:21 a.m. Hayden and Matousek quick cup of coffee before we head to
work together to get Major’s foot
his first barn.
9:03 a.m. Hayden, who has been
secured in the stocks. Once that’s done,
involved in horseshoeing for more
Matousek cleans up the foot. Hayden
than 30 years, tells me his practice has
does the trimming, using a hoof knife as
July/August, 2002
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TFT NAVICULAR SHOE
with Rocker Toe can provide
relief for horses suffering from
chronic navicular
disease.

TFT PERFORMANCE SHOE
a horseshoe made for the dirt!
The perfect shoe for
barrel and roping horses,
endurance and trail rides.

PLAIN

HEELED

BRECKENRIDGE HORSESHOES

505-546-2413
800-441-7463

FAX: 505-546-1145

EMAIL: tft@swnm.com
www.tfthorsehoes.com
Circle Reader Service No. 891
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changed drastically in recent years. He
specializes in shoeing high-end show
horses in the area, particularly hunter-jumpers. For many years he was a
farrier on the go, often spending days
and weeks away from home, as he
followed his clients to horse shows and
events all over the United States as well
as overseas.
9:11 a.m. “When my little girl came

along, it was time to change,” he says. He
and his wife, Wendy, have a daughter,
Hannah Mae. Hayden now does the vast
majority of his shoeing nearby, so he can
be home with his family every night.
“I do six barns right around here now,”
he says. “And I usually work four or five
days a week. Most days we go to one
barn, set up and shoe there all day. Some
days we’ll split our time between two

GET YOUR

SORE HORSE SOARING

barns.”
The barn we’re headed for is no more
than 20 minutes from his home. His
longest drive is a little more than an
hour, but it’s to one of the barns where
he can spend an entire shoeing day at
one stop.
Hayden’s gone from being a farrier
who routinely jumped aboard airplanes
to accompany his clients to becoming
one who limits his travel time. He
avoids the common farrier practice of
making three or four shoeing stops a day.
“No one pays you to pack up your rig
and move,” he says, as we near the barn.
9:17 a.m. We pull into the barn
driveway and Hayden carefully maneuvers his rig up to a sliding barn door. He’s
checked the wind as we pulled into the
driveway and has chosen to work from
an area where the barn will be windward
of his rig. The barn sits atop a hill, and
while it’s a bright, early May morning, a
raw wind cuts across the hill. Stepping
from behind shelter for even a moment
makes the day seem a lot colder than it is.

“A lot of guys will throw
wedge pads on the hinds and
lock all the joints...”

The Sigafoos Series™
Adhesive Bonded Horse Shoes

The “glue-on” horseshoe that works for
sore-footed horses. Pre-assembled,
easy to apply and used for over
10 years on the most competitive horses. The
Sigafoos Series™ uses a built-in, concave rim pad to
reduce concussive shock and protect the sole from contact with
the ground. The fabric-cuff, adhesive-bonded attachment system is twice as strong
as eight clinched nails. It allows you to successfully shoe horses with brittle, shelly,
cracked or broken hooves. The horse is fully weight bearing immediately after you
PO Box 689
Unionville, PA 19375 USA
(800) 801-2654
(610) 347-0453
Fax: (610) 347-1822
www.soundhorse.com
horseshoes@soundhorse.

&

apply the shoe. The shoe stays on until you choose to remove it. No special tools or
equipment needed—everything you need is supplied in the kit. Ask for them at your
farrier supplies distributor. To find out more visit our website at www.soundhorse.
com or call our office at 1.800.801.2654 or 610.347.0453.

Patented at the University of Pennsylvania’s School of Veterinary Medicine
at New Bolton Center. Licensed to SoundHorse Technologies.

com
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“It’s always windy here,” Hayden
says. “During July, that can be nice.
This is my biggest and oldest account,”
Hayden says. “I’ve been shoeing here
18 years.”
9:21 a.m. Hayden and Matousek
quickly set up the trailer for work. This
is their second straight day at this barn,
where Hayden is preparing several hunter-jumpers for the upcoming Saratoga
Horse Show in New York. He says he
could have unhooked his trailer and left
it here overnight, but he wanted his rig
and tools handy for working on his own
horses.
The rig is a converted horse trailer,
featuring a swing-down tailgate and a
side door. Shoes are racked along the
back wall and drill presses, belt sanders,
an anvil stand and other implements are
all neatly arranged so there’s plenty of
room for Hayden to work inside, out
of the elements. The rig also includes a
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LABOR SAVER. Carl Hayden uses a
grinder on a shoe while apprentice
Sean Matousek drills holes in wedge
pads. Hayden’s shoeing trailer is well
equipped with power tools, its own
generator and enough room for two
shoers to work inside comfortably at
the same time.

a back-support belt, then his shoeing
apron. “I need to get loosened up before
I tackle the tougher ones.”
Matousek actually starts the horse,
cutting the clinches and pulling the
shoes as Hayden watches and offers
guidance as needed. Matousek, who
recently completed the farrier program
at Cornell University, has been working
with Hayden about 2 months.
9:32 a.m. Hayden looks over the
shoes that have been removed.
“You’ll notice these are bar shoes,”
he says. “We use a lot of them on hunter-jumpers. A bar shoe offers a degree of
support without wedging the leg when
it’s loading and pushing off.”
Hayden usually welds his own bar
Honda electric generator.
“Particularly when I was doing horse
shows, I’d find that you couldn’t count
on the power at a lot of places,” he
explains.
Hayden ordered the rig, then worked
with Brent Chidsey at Stone Well Bodies
& Equipment to design the interior.
“When I started out, I was in my teens
and I rode with a guy whose shoeing rig
was an old C-4 Jeep,” he says. “He had
his propane tanks set up on the back and
I’d ride right on top of them. I’m sure
OSHA would love to see that today.”
9:21 a.m. The vast majority of
the horses Hayden shoes are hunter-jumpers.
“I do one dressage horse and maybe
four event horses that I started shoeing
as a favor to a vet,” Hayden says. “The
vet died and I’m still shoeing them.”
9:25 a.m. While the rig is being
set up, a groom at the barn has brought
the first horse into an aisle and put her in
cross ties. Hayden explains that the mare,
named Bianca, is primarily used for
lessons. He ’ll just be shoeing her hinds.
“I like to start the day with an
easy horse,” he says, as he straps on
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POURING SUPPORT. Carl Hayden
injects Equithane Equi-Pak into a shoe
using Equithane mesh to hold the
liquid in place while it sets up. Hayden
finds the Equi-Pak helps spread
concussive forces across the hoof.

inserts into the shoes. He says bar shoes
have made a big difference in his use
of pads.
“Out of 100 horses, I might have

wedge pads on four,” he says. “I used
to have them on a lot more, but I’ve
learned to get around that. If you put
a 1- or 2-degree wedge pad on a shoe,

especially behind, you move every joint.
With the bar, it adds 2 degrees of support
where the horse works, but it doesn’t
change the angle of the limb at all.”
9:37 a.m. After Matousek has
cleaned up the hooves, Hayden picks up
the hinds and begins to trim the hooves.
“I measure each foot at least twice,”
he says, as he uses a hoof gauge.
“‘Eyeballing’ is guessing. I want to
know that the breakover is in the same
place that I think it is.”
Hayden admits there are a lot of
farriers who seem to be able to get the
job done by eyeballing hooves, but says
he wants nothing to do with it.
“I grew up measuring,” he says. “I
just can’t see why you’d want to take a
chance.”
9:43 a.m. Hayden says there is

SPARKY...
Another Choice In The “Myron McLane Aprons”
The Apron That Will Stand Up To
The Everyday Grind Of Shoeing.

Sport Footwear for the Equine Athlete

SPARKY
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•

Leather has been extended to
the waist

•	American made
• 2 knife pockets
• Available in 3 sizes
• Navy blue
• Adjustable leg & waist straps
• Cotton duck &

Now Available
With Quarter Clip
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chapsplit leather

•
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Original Myron McLane apron
DISTRIBUTED BY

Eastern Equine & Farrier Supplies
502 Bedford Street, Fall River, MA 02720
Fax: 508-677-9415

a complete line of farrier supplies *
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For more information call toll-free:

1-800-200-2777
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Red
Tang
TAKING AWAY LEVER. Carl Hayden
nails a hind shoe in place. Hayden sees
shoeing hunter-jumpers as a matter of
“support and relief,” providing added
support for the heels of the hoof and
providing relief for the toe by moving
the breakover back.

THE NOT-SO-EXPENSIVE STUFF. While
hunter-jumpers are frequently shod
with various kinds of pads and sole
protection, Hayden says it’s not always
necessary to use expensive material.
Here he pads the sole of a horse using
foam cut from a mattress pad.

a down side to working with hunter-jumpers.
“You could start wondering how
good a shoer you are,” he says, “because
half of the horses you shoe are lame,
especially behind.
“When hunters come up, they jump
3-6 (3-foot-6-inches) and they don’t go
up over that height until they become a
working hunter. And almost all working
hunters are cripples. You see bar shoes
everywhere. Eight out of 10 will have
some pretty serious stuff on the bottom
of their feet.”
9:51 a.m. The next horse is
Maxwell, a high-amateur horse with
a lot of talent, according to Hayden.
He’ll be getting new shoes all around,
as well as having his hooves filled with
Equithane Equi-Pak.
9:57 a.m. Once Matousek has
removed the shoes, Hayden begins trimming. He pays close attention to the
heels and again repeatedly measures the
angles as he works.
10:11 a.m. “Shoeing is really preventative maintenance,” Hayden says. “You
want to take care of things before you get
to the point where you need a vet.”
10:32 a.m. Hayden attaches
Equithane mesh to each of Maxwell’s
shoes as he prepares them. The mesh
will hold the Equi-Pak in place without
taking up as much room as a pad.
Maxwell is prone to getting hoof separations when he jumps, says Hayden, and
the Equi-Pak will help take the pressure

off the hoof walls.
Hayden nails the shoes in place.
When he’s done, Matousek wraps each
hoof with duct tape from heel to heel,
before the Equi-Pak is injected into the
hoof. Matousek holds up the feet as the
substance sets up, which takes about a
minute.
10:37 a.m. Hayden says an
important aspect of shoeing jumpers is
what he calls “support and relief.”
“The back of the foot needs to be
supported and the front needs to be
relieved,” he says. “That means you
quicken the breakover. When the horse
lands over a big fence, his leg is extended
way out in front of him, so you want
some of that lever taken away.”
10:46 a.m. Show hunters and
jumpers take a lot of attention from a
farrier, Hayden says.
“You have an ethical obligation to
your client to keep the horses in a condition where they can compete,” he says.
10:52 a.m. After Maxwell is
finished, George is brought out. Hayden
talks with his owner and suggests putting
some foam padding on the front feet.
When she agrees, he cuts the foam from
mattress padding. George is an older
horse, who gets a bit stiff. But he’s also
a successful one.
Despite being 22 years old, George
was named Horse Of The Year by the
American Horse Show Association
(since renamed USA Equestrian) last
year. His owner says he seems to be
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NO ROOM FOR HORSES. Carl Hayden’s shoeing rig is a converted horse trailer. The insides were designed by Brent Chidsey
and completed at Stone Well Bodies & Equipment in Genoa, N.Y.

cramping up in a hind leg lately. Hayden
tells her he’ll check the feet and may
increase the shoe size by a half.
10:57 a.m. George has relatively
flat feet, Hayden says as Matousek
begins to pull the horse’s shoes.
“He’s a horse that’s sensitive to the
degree of hardness that he jumps on,”
Hayden says. “The foam will help

relieve that, but he doesn’t need the real
expensive stuff.”
11:02 a.m. As Hayden trims George’s
front feet, Matousek gets out the right-size
shoe and safes it using a grinder in the
truck. It’s a technique that keeps Matousek
busy, teaches him many aspects of shoeing
and also helps speed Hayden’s shoeing
day.

Quality Products
Service To Match
Complete Line Of Farrier Supplies
Same Day Shipping By UPS

Northeast Farrier Supply
Toll Free: 1-866-333-6337
210 Holabird Ave. Winsted, CT 06098
Circle Reader Service No. 872
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11:13 a.m. When Hayden measures
George’s feet, there hasn’t been as much
growth as he had thought. Rather than
shoe the horse with a size-larger shoes,
he decides to modify the current size to
a half-size larger.
11:23 a.m. Hayden heats the shoes
and widens them at the anvil in his truck.
He hot fits the shoes, carefully checks
the fit and returns to the anvil for a few
final minor adjustments before nailing
them in place.
11:38 a.m. It’s important to keep a
number of factors in mind when shoeing
hunter-jumpers, Hayden says as he
works. One of those is the role of the
front and hind limbs.
“You have to understand the importance of the forelegs in jumping,” he
says. “First the horse has to elevate with
the front legs, then they become the
landing gear. So there is a lot of force on
the fronts, even though the hinds are the
driving force.”
11:47 a.m. Hayden points out that he
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has left the shoe a little long. He says that’s
because he has to provide support for the
horse not just now, but for weeks down the
road, when the horse is still competing.
“You get into the fourth week, when
the foot starts to really grow and push
out. If you have a short shoe, you won’t
have enough length,” he says. “If you
shoe a little extra long, then she has
something he can grow into.”
Hayden says hunter-jumpers are typically shod more frequently than horses
in some other disciplines, especially
during the show season.
“A lot of the really elite shoe jumpers
are shod every 28 days,” he says. “You
want them as right as possible. I’ve shod
one horse every 19 days. It won, so
I guess it worked. But it’s an expensive
option for the owner.”
11:53 a.m. George will be getting
wedge pads on his hind feet for added
support.
“You have to be careful with wedge
pads,” he says. “A lot of guys will throw
wedge pads on the hinds and they’ll lock
all the joints. You can lock-up the stifle

working on one of the hinds. You can
almost hear the horse sigh with pleasure
at the attention.
“I’ve learned a lot about muscles over
the years,” says Hayden. “Sometimes
you can make the horse a lot more
comfortable by spending 30 seconds
like this. A lot of jumpers get a muscle
knotted up in this area. You can tell just
by the way their foot goes on the stand

Healthy Hooves Run In The Family

“You have to make the
horse comfortable and
that means you’re going
to be uncomfortable...

and the horse will go from a huge stride
to a small stride. Too big a wedge pad
can also pinch the horse’s back.”
While Hayden trims the hinds,
Matousek drills holes in the pads. He
also drills and taps stud holes in the heels
of the shoes, since hunter-jumpers will
wear some form of studs in most events.
12:03 p.m. After he attaches the
pads to the shoes, Hayden has Matousek
use a hacksaw to remove a small piece
of the pad at the heel of the shoe. The
resulting gap keeps pressure off the
heels and allows hoof expansion as the
horse moves.
12:23 p.m. George doesn’t seem to
mind the shoeing process. Hayden says
it’s important to keep the hooves as low
as possible when working with an older
horse. He also massages an area high
on the horse’s withers before he starts
July/August, 2002

to cut the clinches.”
12:45 p.m. Once George is back
in his stall, we take a quick lunch break.
We drive to a sandwich shop in a nearby
village. Over lunch, Hayden says he has
spent most of his life around horses and
was working with the animals at camps
when he was only 14. He went to the
Michigan School Of Horseshoeing, run
by Red Tomlinson, during the 1970s.
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Our family of hoofcare products is all you need to restore
damaged hooves and to maintain healthy ones. Start with
Right Balance™, a specially formulated nutritional supplement
that contains all the vitamins and minerals your horses need to
keep hooves and coats healthy from the inside out.
When a thrush infection strikes, reach for THRUSHBUSTER®.
It wipes out thrush on contact, lasts for up to eight days,
and dramatically reduces the chance of reinfection.
THRUSHBUSTER® is milder than copper sulfate or bleach on
sensitive hoof tissue, and more effective than other commercial
preparations. It can even be applied to sole pads and silicon
to reduce bacteria counts.
Last but not least, TUFFSTUFF® treats a world of ills from brittle,
mushy, and cracked hoof walls to scuffed toes. It also protects
against fungus, caustics, and bacteria by providing a barrier
which prevents water from entering the nail hole. What other
hoof toughener conditions while it works and serves as a
show-quality cosmetic? Nobody knows hoofcare like Mustad.
For more information, visit our website at www.mustadinc.com.
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If he sees anything missing in young
farriers, it is horsemanship.
“These young kids come out and
want to be shoers, but they have to
realize the horse is the big thing in this
equation,” he says.
Hayden says part of horsemanship
— particularly when working with hunter-jumpers — is not only taking into
consideration the individual horse, but
what that horse will be asked to do at a
given time.
“I’ve walked dozens of courses with
riders, talking to them about what the
horse goes through,” he says.
Hayden encourages Matousek as
well as other young farriers he meets
to spend as much time around horses
as possible.
“You have to be comfortable around
horses for them to be comfortable
around you,” he says.
We also discuss Hayden’s billing
practices. In many cases, Hayden says
he can bill the barn. Today, for instance,
many of the horses he’s seeing are actu-

ally owned by the barn owners. For
some horses that are boarded at the barn,
the owner adds the shoeing bill on to the
boarding charges. That’s not as common
as it used to be, however.
“It’s gotten to be too expensive,” he
says. “You need to be talking with the
owner when you’re talking about this
much money.”
1:17 p.m. When we get back to the
barn, Hayden sends Matousek over to
a nearby barn to leave a message that

“Shoeing is really
preventative maintenance...”
he’ll be ready to shoe a horse named
Joe Kennedy in about 90 minutes. Since
the barn is only a short distance away,
the horse will be walked over to where
Hayden is set up, saving him the time of
packing up, then setting up again closer
to where Joe Kennedy is stalled.
1:23 p.m. While Matousek is gone,

The Hot Box
Valley Stock No. HB2

This single burner forge is designed for the
shoer who wants a forge for modifying keg
shoes, punching blanks or pulling clips.
You can also use the forge to make shoes
from bar stock. This forge works best at 12
to 15 pounds pressure. Welding requires
no pressure adjustment.
The backdoor of stainless steel, allows any
length of bar stock to be heated in the center.
The door is hinged at the top. When the bar
stock is removed, the door automatically
closes to conserve heat.
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•
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Durable, highly reflective one-piece bottom
brick
Venturi operated, no blower needed.
Portable
Quickly reaches welding heat
Electronic igniter
Non-asbestos liner

•
•
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Burns approximately 1 lb. of fuel per hour.
Outside dimensions: 15” wide x 25”high x
9”deep
Inside dimensions: 9”wide x 3 1/2”high x
6”deep
Backdoor opening: 3”wide x and 1 3/4”deep
Weight: 52 lbs

Write or call for more information.
David Willis

21383 J South Yeoman Road, Beavercreek, OR 97004
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Hayden puts a new edge on his hoof knife
using the belt sander. He’s a big believer
in using power tools such as a grinder,
sanders and drill presses to make his work
go as smoothly as possible. He hot shapes
the shoes, but uses power tools to safe the
edges and bevel shoes when needed. He
also does his welding with a torch rather
than using the forge and anvil.
1:29 p.m. While Hayden is preparing
to work on his next horse, he’s approached
by a young woman who tells him her horse
has thrown a shoe. Although Hayden is
not her regular farrier, he promises to take
a look at the horse before he leaves.
1:33 p.m. The next horse is Nolan,
another expensive show jumper, who
requires a little special handling.
“He doesn’t mind you handling
his feet, he’ll keep his foot on a hoof
stand for you, you can hot fit him,” says
Hayden. “But he will not stand still if he
hears power tools being used. He just
doesn’t like the noise.”
When Matousek returns from his
errand, Hayden explains the procedure
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In sizes 1/8” to 1” in 1/8” increments
These are the sturdiest tongs on the market. Solid enough
for heavy forging. Used by some of the best Farriers &
Blacksmiths in the world.

Jim Keith Tools
PO Box 36
905 W. Railroad Avenue
Tucumcari, NM 88401

Voice: 505/461-2942
FAX: 505/461-4185
E-mail: jkt@plateautel.net

Web site: www.jktools.comd
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DEEP TRACTION. Carl Hayden looks over the calk-studded bottom on a shoe
that he’s just nailed on to the hoof of one of his draft horses.

that the two will use.
1:37 p.m. “Instead of doing the
fronts, then the hinds, we’ll prep all four
feet at once,” he says. “Then we’ll put
Nolan in an empty stall and let him relax
while we drill, shape and tap the shoes.
Once we’re done and know he’s calmed
down, we’ll bring him back out, check
the fit and nail him up.”
1:42 p.m. Nolan is owned by a
couple who live in Colorado. Hayden says
that the time he has invested in learning to
shoe show horses and keeping them able
to perform has paid off well for him.
“If you want to do expensive
shoeing, you have to shoe expensive
horses,” he says.
One thing that means is continually

working on getting better, according
to Hayden. He has been active in
the Southern New England Farrier’s
Association, including two terms as the
organization’s president. And despite
the fact that his own shoeing career goes
back to the 1970s, he still consults with
Jack Miller, the Texas farrier he first
rode with all those years ago.
“I call Jack regularly,” he says. “He’s
a very active mentor. I still ask him to
help me with horses.”
2:04 p.m. Once Nolan’s feet are
prepped, Matousek leads him into a
nearby vacant stall. Hayden prepares the
shoes one at a time, shaping and finishing
them with his grinder. Sparks fly and
there’s plenty of noise, but none of it
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seems to bother Nolan, who seems more
interested in getting to know the horses in
the stalls next to his temporary quarters.
2:14 p.m. Once all four shoes are
ready, Matousek brings Nolan back into
the shoeing area. Hayden once again
cautions him not to use any of the power
tools and hot fits the shoes, moving
quickly from hoof to hoof, making a few
minor adjustments on a stall jack, then
nailing each one in place.
2:27 p.m. Once the shoes are
in place, Matousek taps the clips in
and finishes the hooves, with Hayden
making a final inspection on each one.
2:41 p.m. While the next horse is
on its way, Hayden takes a quick look at
Trigger, the horse who had thrown a shoe.
“One good thing about this barn is that
I get along with the other shoers who work
here,” he says. “I’ll tack this back on and
the owner won’t have to call out her own
farrier. And he’d do the same for me.”
2:46 p.m. Hayden inspects
Trigger’s left front hoof, which is
missing the shoe. He points out that
some hoof wall has been torn away
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when the shoe was lost, so he decides
Matousek that he needs to get his own
he’ll replace it with a smaller shoe.
body lower to put the horse at ease.
He takes a few minutes to prep the foot
“You have to make the horse
with his nippers and rasp before shaping
comfortable,” he says. “And that means
the shoe and nailing on the new shoe.
you have to realize that you’re going to
2:50 p.m. Joe Kennedy, the horse be uncomfortable.”
3:45 p.m. After Joe Kennedy has
Matousek earlier arranged to have
been led back toward his stall, Hayden
brought over, is ready by the time
and Matousek begin packing up the rig.
Hayden is done with Trigger. The horse
Hayden tells me that shoeing five horses
is one that Hayden had shod several
is a fairly typical day for him.
years earlier. He was handled by other
“I don’t like to
farriers for awhile,
shoe more than five,”
but recently
came back under “If you want to do expensive he says, “although
Hayden’s care.
shoeing, you have to shoe obviously during
the busy seasons or
Hayden suspects
expensive horses...”
because of emergenthe horse is affected
cies, I may have to.”
with ring bone in its
4:08 p.m. Hayden says he likes to
right front foot, where he has “restricted
control his day so that he can have time
mobility.” He says shoeing the horse
to spend with his family. He and his wife
is largely a matter of making him as
are both avid skiers, so it’s nice to have
comfortable as possible.
3:11 p.m. Hayden carefully trims some energy left from a days work for
Joe Kennedy’s hooves, paying particular
his hobbies.
attention to the right front. He shoes the
Take today for instance. It’s only
horse with egg bars and pads and packs
a little after 4 p.m., he’s on his way
the front feet with oakum.
home on a beautiful New Hampshire
3:37 p.m. After Hayden has nailed afternoon with plenty of time to relax
the shoes in place, he has Matousek finish
— and shoe Nicholas, the “big horse”
the hooves. Matousek tries to use a foot
of his draft shoeing team.
Call it a farrier’s version of a
stand to finish the fronts, but at first Joe
Postman’s Holiday.
Kennedy isn’t cooperative. Hayden tells
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A farriers insurance program designed
for members of the

American Farrier’s Association
Coverages include:
• Business Liability
• Care, Custody & Control
of non-owned horses
• Equipment Floater
• Various coverage limits and
premium options available
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5 Great Farriers
Classics Books . . .

Artistic Horseshoeing, 240 pages
Art Of Horse-Shoeing: A Manual For Farriers,
128 pages
The Foot Of The Horse, 304 pages
The Art Of Shoeing And Balancing The Trotter,
104 pages
The Cavalry Horseshoer’s Technical Manual
(TM-220), 128 pages

16 Highly Educational
Special Shoeing Reports . . .
Anatomy And Fractures Of The Coffin Bone,
16 pages
Book Of Farrier Lists, 32 pages
Checklists For Better Hoof Care, 32 pages
Forbidding Founder, 16 pages
42 Foot Care Questions You Always Wanted Answered
(But Didn’t Know Who To Ask),
64 pages
Hoof Capsule Studies, 16 pages
Know Your Equine Anatomy, 16 pages
Laminitis And Heart Bar Shoes, 16 pages
Shoe Boards, 24 pages
Shoeing The Draft Horse, 16 pages
Strategies For Overcoming Long-Toe,
Underrun Heel Concerns, 16 pages
The Right Read On Radiographs, 16 pages
They Shoe Horses, Don’t They? 36 pages
25 Most Frequently Asked Questions About Laminitis,
Founder, 16 pages
White Line Disease, Onychomycosis Update,
50 pages
Wound Healing: General Principles
Applied To Horses’ Feet, 16 pages

6 Other Valuable Books . . .

The “How-To” Horseshoeing Book, 144 pages
Country Chuckles, Cracks
And Knee-Slappers, 256 pages
Kick Starters For Life, 192 pages
Centennial Farm, 386 pages
More Country Chuckles, Cracks
And Knee-Slappers, 208 pages
The Farm Weather Handbook, 152 pages

And 1 Great Bonus . . .

Your very own FREE
American Farriers Journal Cap.

2,640 pages of
great knowledge!
For an immediate quote,
call (800) 446-7925 or
fax (804) 527-7999

The Insurance Company with Horse Sense®

www.horseinsurance.com
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Add The Kitchen Sink To
Your Shoeing Business!

By taking advantage of this incredible offer from American Farriers Journal,
you’ ll SAVE $131.70 and receive FREE shipping and handling!_
AS A FARRIER, you always need your anvil, nippers, hammer, and, of course, a
kitchen sink.
We’re not talking about a place to soak your hands after an aching day of
shoeing, but a place for your mind to soak up all the knowledge that American
Farriers Journal has compiled throughout its rich history.
For the first time ever, American Farriers Journal is offering every Special
Management Report and every book that we’ve published. At a cost of just
$245.95 along with FREE shipping and handling in the U.S. and Canada, you’ll
be saving $131.70! And, you’ll receive a FREE American Farriers Journal
hat that you can proudly wear to any barn!

A Super Value!

That’s 2,640 pages of incredibly useful shoeing knowledge at a big savings
from the $377.65 original price. Just in case you own one or more of these books,
remember that these fantastic resources make wonderful gifts for friends, family
members and shoeing clients.

By making the “kitchen sink” an integral
part of your farrier business, you’ll receive:
O All 16 Special Management Reports. Ranging from 16 to 64 pages, each report
tackles a critical issue with the type of research and writing that you’ve come to
expect from American Farriers Journal.
O The five timeless books that have been grouped together as the FARRIER
CLASSICS SET. Each text includes ideas, tips, techniques and strategies for
shoeing horses that have never gone out of date. The set includes: The Art Of
Horse-Shoeing, The Cavalry Horseshoer’s Technical Manual, The Foot
Of The Horse, The Art Of Shoeing And Balancing The Trotter and
Artistic Horseshoeing.
O PLUS you’ll receive six more books from the outstanding Lessiter Publications
library ranging from shoeing to motivational quotes to country humor books.
These include: The “How-To” Horseshoeing Book, Country Chuckles,
Cracks And Knee-Slappers, More Country Chuckles, Cracks And
Knee-Slappers, The Farm Weather Handbook, Kick Starters For Life
and Centennial Farm. And a FREE American Farriers Journal cap to boot!

Take advantage of this money-saving offer at a 35% discount
off the retail price! Cash in on 2,640 pages of valuable education!
q Send me a complete American Farriers Journal “Kitchen Sink”...........................................................................................................$245.95
Wisconsin residents, add 5.1% sales tax ($12.54 each) $______________
The Kitchen Sink ships free to U.S. and Canadian customers $ _____________

FREE

Other foreign shipments, add $12.00 shipping and handling $______________

TOTAL: $_________

Mail to: American Farriers Journal
P.O. Box 624, Brookfield, WI 53008-0624.

FOR FASTER SERVICE:
Call: (800) 645-8455 in the U.S. or (262) 782-4480 • Fax: (262) 782-1252
E-mail: info@lesspub.com • Web site: www.americanfarriers.com
with your credit card authorization.

q A check for $____________ is enclosed. Make check payable to
American Farriers Journal

(in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank only).

Name: ____________________________________________
E-mail: ___________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
City: _____________________________________________
State/Province: ____________ Zip/Postal Code:_________
Country: __________________________________________
Phone: ___________________ Fax:____________________

q Please send me the FREE E-mail Shoeing Tip Of The Week!
q Charge my credit card: q Visa q MasterCard q American

Express
Card # __________________________________________________
Name: __________________________________ Exp. Date ________
Signature:___________________________________________________
Priority code: AF0702

